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01 // Edimax WD-1000TR WHDI
With Edimax’s WD-1000TR WHDI
Caster, users are able to stream
uncompressed Full HD videos
wirelessly from HDMi capable
devices like computers, game
consoles, set-top boxes and Blu-ray
players to a HDTV. Compatible
with any HDMI media device, its
plug-and-play installation makes the
WD-1000TR WHDI Caster an easy
device to understand and use. It also
comes with a Wireless Home Digital
Interface (WHDI) standard that allows
it to send out an uncompressed
transmission of high definition
video over a wireless radio channel.
Elegant Biz Sdn Bhd (03) 9100 3100
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02 // Haier LE55H330 / LE46H330
3D LED TVs
Looking for an ultra slim, full HD
LED television that can support
3D? Then the Haier LE55H330 /
LE46H330 3D LED TVs will fit your
needs. As slim as photo frame,
the cabinet design measures at
most 3cm thick at the thickest
point of the television. The LED
backlight technology is able to
deliver a color gamut that is 105%
to NTSC standards. A neat feature
that these Haier TVs have is the
conversion of 2D video to 3D
simply with the press of the “3D”
button. www.haier.com.my/

03 // Giraffe HDMI 4 in 1 Out
Switcher

If you happen to have multiple
devices that use HDMI cables and
find it a hassle to switch manually,
then this HDMI switcher from
Giraffe is a life saver. With up to
four inputs, users can switch
between three different devices
while still being able to provide
high resolution video of up to
1080p/ 120Hz. There is also support
for various digital audio formats
such as DTS-HD, Dolby TrueHD,
LPCM7.1, AC3, DTS and DSD; so
you will be able to enjoy without
any compromise in quality. PCOM
Pacific Sdn Bhd (03) 7880 9090

04 // A.C. Ryan Playon! DVR HD
For users who cannot live without
their collection of videos, they
can use A.C. Ryan’s Playon! DVR
HD to access their downloaded
and recorded videos. With Dual TV
Tuners, it is possible to both, watch
and record different channels at
the same time. In addition, as the
world’s first digital video recorder
that can be accessed via the
Internet, users not only can watch
their videos in the comfort of their
homes but also anywhere and
anytime around the world. Box
Builder Solution (03) 5121 7245

